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Abstract
The experience has shown that most of the accidents with severe radiological

consequences take place when radioactive sources were beyond the control system
In Argentina, the primary framework in radiological safety was established in the late

fifties, with a non-prescriptive regulatory approach. For any application involving
radioactive material, users must be authorised by the Authority, unless the application has
demonstrated to be exempted. The licensees are responsible for ensuring protection against
the risk associated with exposure to radiation, and for safety of radioactive sources. To obtain
an authorisation, the applicant has to prove to the Authority knowledge and capability to
carry on an application. Not only normal operation circumstances are considered, but every
conceivable accidental situation
It has been shown the existence of radioactive sources not attributed to an authorised user or
installation, and therefore outside of the primary control structure described above. These
sources, from here on called „ orphans ", recognise several origins
The regulatory authority should necessary foresee mechanisms to afford early detection and
management of these sources, before an undesired consequence arises. Up to some extent, the
deployment of multiple and varied organisations or procedures, could be understood as a
„ defence in depth " concept, applied to the control

1. Introduction
In Argentina the use of radioactive materials in industrial, medical and research

applications by more than 4000 registrants implies a large and heterogeneous number of
radiation sources distributed within a very large territory. For its control, a primary framework
of safety was established in the late fifties, with a non-prescriptive regulatory approach [1].
The regulatory system, on the basis of: standards, registration, authorisation, inspections and,
even more, the ability of users to safely work with radioactive materials which are the essence
of such framework.
However, experience has shown that most of the accidents with severe radiological
consequences take place when radioactive sources were beyond the control system [2] [3] [4].
Fortunately, do not occur frequently. Nevertheless, the associated consequences have proved
to be enormous, so when organising a country's regulatory system there is an urgent need to
consider a response's capability to such unpredictable source of risk, in order to complement
the primary framework mentioned. This paper gives the particular problems involved, and
how the Argentine Nuclear Regulatory Authority takes care of them.

2. Framework for sources control
2.1. Control of sources within the regulatory system
The Nuclear Regulatory Authority (the Authority) is responsible to issue authorisations and
control compliance to radiological and nuclear safety standards. [5] [6]. The purpose of the
regulatory system is protection of people against exposure to ionising radiation and to assure
control for safety of radiation sources. For any application involving radioactive material,
users must be authorised by the Authority, unless the application has demonstrated to be
exempted. The licensees are responsible for ensuring protection against the risk associated
with exposure to radiation, and for safety of the practice and radioactive sources. To obtain
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an authorisation, the applicant has to prove to the Authority knowledge and capability to carry
on an application with radioactive sources. Not only normal operation circumstances are
considered, but every conceivable accidental situation. The Authority has the capability to
perform independent safety assessment and inspections of the practices carried out with
radioactive sources. For such purpose it is self-sufficient in specialist expertise in most
matters, have its own calculation tools, laboratories, and monitoring equipment. There is a
suitable inspection programme according to the risk represented by each practice [7]. This
programme does not intend to substitute the licensee's responsibility on the safe performance
of the practice and in accidents' prevention. It allows the Authority to obtain a critical and
independent perspective of the safety culture, and to anticipate, thanks to a systematic
screening, any possible safety problem. Every radioactive material user and facility in
Argentina is duly registered. The Authority keeps records of users and installations, including
safety assessments documentation and pre-operational studies. Besides, the files contain
descriptions of safety systems, normal and accidental operational procedures, and each of the
responsible user duties. Later, the files are completed with new safety assessments and the
outstanding inspection findings.

Radioactive source records
Registration of the radioactive sources is relevant for control. The radionuclide, activity and
physical characteristics of ,,permanent" (long half-life), and ,,transitory" (short half-life)
sources are properly recorded. The regulatory control of unsealed sources used in medicine or
industry is done indirectly by a careful bookkeeping. The activity of radioactive material
delivered by the supplier and used in each practice, taking into account process looses and
radioactive decay is recorded. In addition, every user is authorised up to a maximum activity
for each radionuclide, in accordance with the practice for which he is licensed. In this way,
the total inventory of radioactive material is controlled effectively. A substantial key for the
safe control of radioactive sources is how the regulatory system keeps track of mobile sources
(for instance gammagraphy equipment). Such sources, due to their permanent movable
condition, have an additional risk: the chance to be lost. Besides the normal inventory
records, the users must have an up-to-date movement record, where they register the locations
where to the sources are transported, dates of dispatch and recover, and person responsible
during the movements. All records are checked routinely during inspections, and at
authorisation termination. This checks, allows the Authority to keep track of all radioactive
sources, from practice introduction until final disposal.

Delivery of radioactive sources
The Argentine standards stipulate that producers, importers, and dealers of radioactive sources
can only deliver radioactive materials to users authorised by the Authority. They should keep
a radioactive material sales record where the customer must be identified. The Authority
receives periodically copies of those files and crosschecks the information against the results
of inspections to registrants.
To control the sources imported from abroad, the agreement with the Custom's Authority
implies that no radioactive material is allowed to enter the country if the Authority has not
corroborated the pertinent documentation. The Authority verifies sources description and
identification, and if the receiver is authorised for type of radionuclide and activity, carrying
on inspections when necessary.

The framework described applies to a safe practice using radioactive sources, and
includes considerations on events that could arise during practices. Anyway, the possibility
of occurrence abnormal situations must be limited if risk has to be kept low. Radioactive
sources could escape control during an accident, giving up to a situation similar to the
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problems described later. Nevertheless, the Authority staff and users intervening in accidents
has been properly trained for an effective response in such circumstances.

2.2. ,,Orphan" radioactive sources.
International experiences have shown the existence of radioactive sources not

attributed to an authorised user or installation, and therefore out of the primary control
structure described above [2] [3] [4]. These sources, from here on called ,,orphans", recognise
several origins: Sources from pre-regulatory time's practices, stolen, lost, imported illegally,
etc.
Regarding ,,pre-regulatory" system sources, the presence, as ,,orphan" sources will probably
decrease with time, once an infrastructure as described is implemented and the means to
detect and manage them are developed. On the other hand, the increment of applications of
radioactive sources in industry and medicine might enlarge the number of users.
Consequently, that could increment also the number of lost, stolen, and illegally entered to the
country radiation sources.
The regulatory authority should necessary foresee mechanisms to afford early detection and
management of these sources, before an undesired consequence arises. It should not be
appropriate to consider as a success of a system established for control if an ,,orphan" source
is discovered due to the radiological consequences produced.
To organise such system, it is important to consider some common distinct characteristics, for
instance:
• The uncertainty due to the wide spectrum of the radiation source types and activity used in

different applications.
• The low efficiency for identification of radioactive sources by means of safety symbols,

especially when they are out of their containers. Very few words or small symbols only
know by specialist's make this safety indicator fail in small-in-size sealed sources. Very
old radioactive sealed sources or unsealed ones could have no radiological indications and
only identified with appropriate monitoring equipment.

• Contrary to what happens with sources within the primary control system (the radiation
source been handle by a trained person), people exposed to ,,orphan" sources are unaware
of the implied danger and do not know how to deal with it.

• There are not typical scenarios for a ,,orphan" radioactive source showing up, however the
international experience could give some good clues.

• Sealed sources are usually a shining piece of metal, and catch people's attention.
Unsealed or broken sources usually have chemical compounds easy to disperse, leading to
external and internal contamination.

• The time delays in showing up of first consequences, that could lead to suspicion of
radiological damage, are usually large. Experience has shown has happened even for
sources with significant activity, when compared to other equivalent dangers to whom
people could be exposed (toxic substances or chemicals for instance). This could lead to a
large number of people affected.

Considering these characteristics, the control system, should include mechanisms to detect
,,orphan" sources. It is very important for safety, to inform people and organisations about the
potential existence of ,,uncontrolled" radioactive sources. The spreading of information shall
not produce unnecessary alarm but sufficient warning. The Argentine Authority is developing
a programme that will include publications distributed among many public service
organisations, public libraries, schools, and other similar organisations.

It is also important, to whom the public should address as soon there is suspected material.
Security forces, firemen, hospitals are usually the first organisations alerted on the existence
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of such elements. The Authority has organised training of personnel from those organisations
in order to qualify them for radiological emergencies and first protective actions.
International border paths, airports, and ports are usual ways of entrance of radioactive
material, in some occasion ,,orphan" sources. The Gendarmerie (border's army) has teams
and monitoring equipment which is brought in to confirm the presence of radioactive
material. In addition, the Custom Authority, while carrying on the administrative control to
detect illegal entering and other custom's felonies, reports any suspected material to the
Regulatory Authority.

Within the country borders, the Federal Police is the organisation with the most
comprehensive structure for detecting ,,orphan" sources. The Authority has developed
intensive plans for training personnel in monitoring techniques and intervention procedures.
Several arm forces services have also capability to identify radioactive sources.
The domestic and international experience have demonstrated that radioactive sources, many
times, finish up in some particular places like scrap yards, smelting works, industrial waste
treatment plants, etc. In the country some facilities have fix-portal or portable radiation
detectors for incoming materials and report any activity indication to the Authority. In view
of the good results obtained, a compulsory imposition of these detectors is under
consideration.

Once an ,,orphan" source is detected and the situation has been reported, a fast
response must be assured. For this purpose, the Authority has a full time Radiological
Emergency Intervention Group. The group is operative at all times, ready to act upon
requests from within the Authority or from outside. Each shift of the Intervention team is
staffed and run by highly qualified personnel trained in emergency response matters and has
appropriated equipment and materials to carry on its duty. ,,Orphan" radioactive sources must
be put in safe conditions and immediately disposed as radioactive waste. For people
potentially affected with radiological consequences, there are hospitals ready to take care of
them after first aid is given.
Up to some extent, the deployment of multiple and varied organisations or procedures, could
be understood as a ,,defence in depth" concept, applied to the control infrastructure.

3. Conclusions
The organisation of the Argentine regulatory control structure for radioactive sources

is based on a combination of::
• Knowledgeable users well trained;
• An independent institution that establishes safety standards authorises users and
installations and carries on inspections.
However, this regulatory structure is valid only with radioactive sources under control, taking
into account normal and conceivable accidental situations.
International experience has shown that there are radioactive sources not related to an
authorised user or installation, and consequently are out of the basic control scheme. They
are: ,,orphan" sources.
For ,,orphan" sources, the regulatory organisation should consider special mechanisms or
procedures to detect them, and keep out of danger the people involved, well before the first
radiological consequences could arise.
Prevention measures for ,,orphan" radioactive sources must be considered as a necessary
complement to a primary control system. In Argentina the Nuclear Regulatory Authority have
agreed with different security, civil service and health organisations, procedures to promote
early detection and response of ,,orphan" sources in order to prevent or minimise radiological
consequences. The experience shows that the overall risk is properly kept low with this
practical criterion.
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The inclusion in the control framework of additional organisations, besides those specially
involved by law with the use of radioactive materials (users and regulatory authority), extends
the ,,defence in depth" concept to a countrywide infrastructure for control.
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